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can be made available to students. The third source is the 
degree of  scholarly expertise of  the teachers, including 
direct experience to share with the students but also 
being a moderating force, where the teachers’ individual 
knowledge influences curriculum and syllabus, either 
directly or through collegial procedures. Further, this third 
source includes the teachers’ internalized disciplinary 
values and traditions, concerning for example academic 
quality.

When it comes to how the students are influenced, we 
suggest three distinct but interrelated areas of  student 
development where it can be important to distinguish 
influence. The first is the development of  the students’ 
specific and generic knowledge. The second is the 
development of  the students’ specific and generic 
skills, and the third is the development of  the students’ 
academic identity, being part of  a more general student 
identity. In relation to academic identity, research 
influence might be linked with student transition, 
and with goals of  higher education such as life-long 
learning. The three areas of  student development will 
also influence each other, for example by the role of  
academic identity as a factor behind student motivation. 
By explicitly repeating the three sources of  influence for 
each of  the three areas of  student development, complex 
relationships can be made explicit in an analysis of  a 
particular course or educational program.

We suggest that the model is general enough to handle 
variations in how research can be connected to education, 
which is important for two reasons. First, the connection 
between research and education can be influenced 
by a broad array of  disciplinary standards, including 
assumptions about ‘proper research’ and what purposes 
the educational program are expected to serve – in many 
cases including a call for a balance between vocational 
and disciplinary competence. Second, there can be both 
disciplinary and institutional limitations on educational 
practices, for example when it comes to the possibilities 
for having students involved in their teachers’ research. 
Such problems can also call for more detailed analysis 
in specific situations: While we suggest that the present 
level of  detail ought to be sufficient for most situations, 
it should be pointed out that the model easily can be 
expanded so that each element can be made much more 
detailed.

Through the student-centred approach, we argue that 
we enter an underexplored area of  studies of  research-
based or research-informed education, linking up with the 
student-centred approaches of  for example the Bologna 
Project. While the conceptual model is not yet evaluated 
through actual empirical analysis, we suggest that our 
model can help teachers in higher education consider 
which aspects of  research the students at a particular 
educational program will benefit from and how they will 
benefit. Adopted in such a way, the conceptual model can 
also help provide general arguments for why it can be of  

vital importance to make educational activities research-
based.

87. ‘Research-Ability’ as Curriculum Goals in 
Vocational Bachelor Programmes
Cia Kesselaar, Marianne Kok and Didi Griffioen
With professional practice becoming increasingly 
knowledge-based, complex, and accountable to society 
(e.g. American Nursing Association, 2010; Payne, 
2014), universities of  applied sciences are searching for 
educational methods to better learn high-order skills, 
such as critical thinking, reasoning, or handling complex 
knowledge.

In the current ‘supercomplex’ world, having a substantial 
level of  high-order and generic skills is important to all 
professional practice (Barnett, 2000). The quality of  
the answers vocational professionals provide to current 
day professional problems rely on these type of  skills 
developed. With the answers defining the quality of  the 
work of  professionals, learning high-order skills is essential 
for the quality of  professional work in the current societies 
of  Western European countries (Brew, 2007).

So far the question remains as to what particular goals are 
aimed for in higher vocational educational programmes. 
Many educational programmes strive to better connect 
research and teaching (or implement research into 
teaching) (Griffioen, Boerma, Engelbert, & Van der 
Linden, 2013). However, there is no broad perspective or 
knowledge on the actual choices made, especially in the 
built up from the first to last year of  bachelor curricula. 
One recent empirical study considered the learning-
goals of  single educational courses in Belgian higher 
education (Verburgh, Schouteden, & Elen, 2012), but did 
not consider the curriculum perspective. The curriculum 
perspective has been considered in more conceptual 
models, such as the Research Skill Development 
Framework (Willison & O’Regan, 2007), which considers 
five cumulative levels of  research competence. Or the 
Research Development Model (Evans, 2012), which 
considers the researcher development through the 
development of  attitude, behaviour and intellect.

The current study considers the development of  so called 
‘research-ability’ in curricula for future professionals 
from the context of  Dutch Universities of  Applied 
Sciences, which train future professionals into becoming 
‘research-able professionals’. ‘Researchability’ is defined 
as ‘the competence to systematic answer questions that 
lead to knowledge relevant for the professional field’. 
Research-ability is considered to consist of  three related 
competences: research disposition, the application of  
existing knowledge from research and practice, and 
research ability (Expertgroep Protocol, 2014). Previous 
research has shown how the connection of  research and 
education differs between disciplines (Neumann, 1992; 
Noser, Manakyan, & Tanner, 1996). The focus is on the 
learning-goals of  individual modules, the cumulation 
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throughout the curricula, and disciplinary differences.

Method

Research Questions
What are the learning-goals related to ‘research-ability’ in 
vocational bachelor programmes? What are disciplinary 
differences in learning-goals?

Sample
The written curricula of  all modules of  70 bachelor 
programmes of  7 faculties of  the Amsterdam University 
of  Applied Sciences (AUAS) were included. Written 
curricula mostly include the learning-goals achieved, their 
underpinning, as well as the order and didactical methods 
applied (Glatthorn, Bosschee, Whitehead, & Bosschee, 
2016).

Analysis
The written study guides are analysed applying the 
taxonomy and method by Verburgh et al. (2012). The 
taxonomy consists of  six research-related goals, which 
were grounded developed. The six research-related goals 
are:

1. Acquiring knowledge from results of  research; 
2. Gaining insight into methodological and theoretical 
underpinnings of  research; 
3. Development of  particular practical research skills; 
4. Development of  the competence to become a 
researcher; 
5. Development of  a critical attitude towards information, 
knowledge and knowledge construction; 
6. Development of  a curiosity towards evolutions in the 
discipline.

In the first phase the existing taxonomy will be 
evaluated against the definition of  ‘research-ability’ 
as aforementioned, and adapted when needed. In the 
second phase a small selection of  study guide texts will be 
half-open coded with the coding structure of  Verburgh 
et al. (2012). When new research-related goals are found, 
the taxonomy will be adjusted accordingly (Charmaz, 
2006). In the third phase the finalized taxonomy will be 
applied to all study guide texts. The coding structure in 
all phases consist of  0: no indication of  presence, 1: some 
indication of  presence, and 2: clear indication of  presence 
of  research-related goal. After coding, and to answer the 
research questions, the codes per educational programme 
(question 1), the codes per study year (question 2), and 
the codes per discipline (question 3) will be added. The 
weight of  each individual module in relation to the weight 
of  the full 4 year programme will be accounted for. All 
results will be visualized into spider webs consisting of  six 
axes, one for each research goal.

Preliminary Results
All programmes of  the AUAS pay attention to the 
development of  research ability. Interdisciplinary 

differences are more prominent compared to 
intradisciplinary differences and in some disciplines 
the intradiscipinary differences are more prominent 
than in others. Curiosity (learninggoal 6) is not present 
maybe because it is difficult to draw measurable learning 
objectives concerning Curiosity. This empirical insight 
will infuse the debate on what to aim for concerning 
‘researchability’ in future professionals. Furthermore, this 
qualitative study will yield results which can be later on 
quantified in order to test against measures as student 
satisfaction, study success, and thesis grades. 

88. Recreating experiences: participatory 
qualitative research to develop student learning 
and experience 
Nicole Brown
Recently, there has been a heightened interest in teaching, 
scholarship and research-based education within Higher 
Education as well as an increased emphasis on student 
voice and the student as consumer. In this context I am 
conducting research in collaboration with my students 
about their perceptions of  teaching placements.

Within qualitative research developments relate to 
narrative and creative methods for data collection 
and analysis in order to get more detailed insights into 
experiences of  research participants (for example Bagnoli, 
2009; Bartlett, 2015; Guell and Ogilvie, 2015). In many 
of  these approaches the researcher’s role is still one of  
power and authority.

In my research project students are true partners within 
the research process rather than research participants 
or objects. The data collection method is based on 
students’ deep reflections on their experiences, which 
they express with the help of  representations, artefacts 
and metaphors, thus by re-creating their experiences. 
This approach is based on the notion that human life 
and language are closely connected with metaphors and 
as humans we cannot escape the metaphorical (Lakoff 
and Johnson, 1980). Once students have expressed their 
experiences using metaphors they take an active role 
in the meaning-making process by taking responsibility 
for the interpretation and analysis of  the metaphors. 
Thereby, due to this qualitative and participatory nature 
of  the project students develop their research literacy and 
actively practise research skills long before being required 
to carry out their own, independent projects. Also, the 
outcome of  the research is used to develop and improve 
students’ learning and experiences.

In my presentation I will provide a short overview of  
the setting of  the research project before demonstrating 
how reflective processes can be deepened with the help 
of  artefacts and metaphors. I will show how students 
get involved in investigating and experimenting with 
metaphors and artefacts. Students use Lego© and other 
toys to express their learning experiences in an abstract, 
metaphorical way. Having produced their representations 
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